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ABSTRACT 

210 TBq (5.7 kCi) of 140La and lesser amounts of 140Ba, 89Sr, and 90Sr were dispersed. These releases were 
concurrent with cloud tracking missions flown at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) in 1950, as related in a 
recent report from the Government Accounting Office (GAO). These experiments were in reality part of an 
18-year-long weapons design program at LASL to study implosion dynamics, and not for the express purpose of 
creating and tracking fallout as implied in the GAO report. The objectives of the modeling and dose assessment for 
the four experiments were to model the explosive release, determine the initial dispersion and deposition of 
materials from the detonation cloud, evaluate the potential for long range atmospheric transport, and estimate 
radiation exposures and subsequent health risk to nearby residents to LASL. The Explosive Release Atmospheric 
Dispersion (ERAD) model, developed at Sandia National Laboratory, was used to simulate the high explosive 
release and the immediate dispersal and deposition of radioactive particles. The potential for long range transport 
was examined using the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS), originally developed at Colorado State 
University. Output from ERAD was used for the RAMS source term. Results showed that particles were lofted to 
heights above the atmospheric mixing layer, thus subject to considerable dispersion. Results also showed that 
external exposure to ground-deposited 140La was the major dose pathway. The doses received by members of the 
public in the Northern New Mexico communities of Los Alamos, Espanola, Pojaque, San lldefonso Pueblo, and 
Santa Clara Pueblo for any one experiment were 0.01 mSv (1 mrem) and less, well below radiological health risk 
levels. Although long range atmospheric transport out to 100 km and more was demonstrated by the RAMS model, 
activity in air-concentrations is below the detection limit of modern 
day detection equipment. 

weapons design experiments was undertaken. These weapons experiments were conducted by LASL from 1944 
through 1962 and resulted in the dispersal of approximately 11 PBq (3OOkCi ) of radioactive 140La (RaLa). Public 
interest and the GAO probe precipitated a dose reconstruction to assess potential exposures to members of the 
public. The information available for each shot included explosive charge size, date and time of explosion, and 
amount of activity. All shots occurred at Point Able in Bay0 Canyon, east of the Los Alamos town-site. Detailed 
meteorological data were not available for the majority of the shots, which meant that statistically representative 
meteorological data had to be developed for the modeling. A wind rose was developed specific to the 
afternoon-evening time of the shots, and the wind frequency in each sector was used to determine the fraction of 
activity dispersed towards each hypothetical receptor. A realistic but conservative methodology was followed to 
determine maximum expected doses to permanent inhabitants and to members of the public in public access areas. 
HOTSPOT7, a Gaussian plume-based dispersion model, was used to determine the average dose per sector on a 
per curie of shot activity basis. The dose from penetrating radiation from ground-deposited 140La was greater than 
inhalation and immersion by several orders of magnitude. The highest expected doses to a permanent resident 
were predicted to have occurred in Los Alamos. The highest annual dose occurred in 1955 and was approximately 
0.17 mSv (17 mrem). Assuming an individual had been at the Los Alamos site continuously throughout the 
experiments, the total dose from the 18-year RaLa series would have been approximately 1.06 mSv (1 06 mrem). 
Doses at nearby Totavi trailer park, San lldefonso Pueblo, and Santa Clara Pueblo were approximately 70%, 30%, 
and 20 %, of those doses at Los Alamos. Visitors to nearby public 
areas received negligible doses. There are no radiological health effects associated with any of these dose levels. 

A detailed dose assessment was conducted for four high-explosive-driven experiments in which a total of 

Building on the knowledge learned from the detailed study, a general dose assessment for the series of 254 



1. Introduction 
The Los Alamos Human Studies Project team decided in January 1994 that a dose assessment should be 
completed for the time period surrounding cloud tracking missions flown by the Air-Force at Los Alamos in 1950. A 
computer simulation of four high explosive detonations involving radioactive lanthanum (RaLa) at the time of the Air 
Force B-I 7 flights was conducted to estimate air concentration, ground deposition, and subsequent human dose 
resulting from each experiment. The purpose of the computer modeling is to fully complete the response to the 
November 1993 Government Accounting Office Report which asked the questions: 

Were these four RaLa experiments conducted for the express purpose of creating and tracking radioactive fallout, 
thereby resulting in public exposure to radiation without regard for their safety? 
What were the potential health effects from the experiments? 
Was fallout from the experiment(s) carried as far away as 70 miles (GAO, 1993)? 

Once these dose initial assessments were completed, the next logical question to be asked is: Was there a civilian 
health risk associated with the entire RaLa program? This dose assessment report discusses the detailed computer 
modeling that was done and the subsequent dose assessments. The report details the methodology used to 
characterize the remaining experiments. 

It was determined early in the study to reconstruct the radioactive releases and potential human doses for these four 
experiments using the most appropriate resources available. Furthermore, a detailed study of these four 
experiments would lead to an acceptable approach to characterizing the remaining tests of the RaLa program. The 
formation of the initial detonation cloud and its dispersal from the firing point were recreated using two validated and 
verified computer based models. The results and uncertainty of the results are controlled to a great extent by the 
existing and re-created weather conditions for each detonation. 

The RaLa experiments were part of the program at Los Alamos to study high-explosive-driven implosion. These 
experiments took place in Bay0 Canyon at a firing site called Point Able (Figure 1-1). The first RaLa experiment took 
place on September 22, 1944, and the last experiment took place on March 6, 1962. 

The ERAD model (Explosive Release - Atmospheric Dispersion) was used to simulate the three-dimensional nature 
and the initial cloud particle dynamics after the detonation. This information was then used as input to the long 
range transport model known as RAMS (Regional Atmospheric Modeling System). Both models were used to 
estimate air and ground concentrations along the path of the airborne material. Doses from air immersion, ground 
deposition, and air-inhalation pathways were also calculated by the models. 

I I .  Available Data 
Records maintained at the LANL Records Division were retrieved and compiled to gather the necessary information 
to be used as input to the computer model. Information that could be used to validate or proof results of the dose 
assessment was also retrieved and analyzed (e.g., cloud tracks and radiation survey readings). 

Tabulated RaLa Experimental Data 
The parameters critical to the modeling are well documented in the LANL Records division, the most important of 
which is the amount of radioactivity used in each RaLa experiment. Table 11-1 lists the parameters gathered for the 
four RaLa experiments to be modeled; data for all RaLa experiments is provided in the report xxx 

A quality assurance check of these values were provided by a number of different individuals working on the project. 
A great deal of scrutiny was applied to the initial parameters of total radioactivity, amount of HE, and amount of metal 
mass. The exact amount of HE and mass of the metal sphere remain classified. However, the actual values 
(classified) were used in the dose assessment. The amount of RaLa used in each experiment is not classified. 

Table 11-1 Recorded Data on Rala Cases #I46 Through #149. 
Case Numberl46147148149Date01-31-5003-24-5003-29-5004-06-50Time2:17 PMI :23 PM2:16 PMI :30 PM140La 
Activity (Ci)a981166517431306High Explosive (kg)275-320275-320275-320275-320Metal Mass (kg)bbbba 1 Ci = 
3.7~1010 Bq 
b This information remains classified. 

Meteorology 
Other critical input to the computer simulation was information on wind speed, wind direction, and air temperature at 
the time of the experiment. Procedures that required monitoring of atmospheric conditions near Bay0 Canyon were 
initiated in 1949 to eliminate unnecessary public exposures. However, about 125 RALA experiments had been 



conducted by this time. A weather station, known as Point Weather, was installed on North Mesa, about 120 meters 
to the southwest of Point Able. Weather forecasts were made 48 hours in advance, and the conditions were verified 
at the time of the experiment. As a final function, the weather section tracked the detonation cloud via triangulation 
as long as it remained visible. Table 11-2 an example of information taken directly from the archived records. 



Table 11-2 Example Recorded Weather Data 
PredictedObservedHeightFrom Directionspeed 
(mph)CommentFrom Directionspeed 
(mph)Comment #146Canyon WindsvariablevariableturbulentWNW5-8turbulentMesa Top WindsSWl O-1 5gusting to 
30 mphWSWl5gusting to 25 mph500 ft AGL*WSW25-30 WSW20-30 #147Canyon WindsSEl5East5Mesa Top 
WindsSWl8gusting to 40 mphS5500 ft AGLaSW26W28a above ground level 

Radionuclide Data 
The literature search showed that the 140La material used in the experiments had trace amounts of other 
radionuclides, such as 140Ba, the parent of 140La. Also present were 89Sr and 90Sr and their respective progeny 
in equilibrium. A generic pathway dose model (Napier, 1988) was used to test the significance of these additional 
radionuclides in terms of final radiation dose. The dose model looked at unit releases of each radionuclide and 
calculated dose from various exposure routes using default GENll parameters. External exposure was calculated 
from immersion in contaminated air and exposure to a contaminated ground surface. Internal dose was calculated 
from inhalation of contaminated air and ingestion of contaminated drinking water, crops, milk, and meat. A dose 
factor for each radionuclide was obtained from the multi-exposure scenario. Results (presented in Table 11-3) 
showed that the dose from all radionuclides other than 140La could be discounted for the assessment. 

Table 11-3 Sensitivity of Total Dose to Radionuclides Released 
Radionuclide#Ci releasedaNormalized Dose FactorContribution to Total Dose 
(%)89SR.27~10-20.079.01 x10-790Sr2.25x1O-11.OO1.3Ox10-5140La2.89x10+50.609.99x1O+1140Ba5.47x1O+2O.O61.96x10-2a 
1 Ci = 3.7~1010 Bq, 

Routes of Exposure 
The next step was to determine the sensitivity of the final dose to the various routes of exposure for 140La. Again, 
using a unit release, it was found that the external dose from material deposited on the ground surface would 
dominate for exposure scenarios of interest, i.e., continuous occupancy at the receptor location. For scenarios of 
limited occupancy, the external dose from air immersion and the internal dose from inhalation were also found to 
have relevance. Because of the relatively short half-life of 140La, ingestion doses were found to be many orders of 
magnitude lower and thus were discounted in the dose assessment (see Table 11-4). 

Table 11-4 Sensitivity of Dose to Pathway 
Pathwaylmmediate Dosea,b (mrem)clntegrated Doseb (mrem)cContribution to Total Dose (%)Air 
Immersion4xlO-64x10-6< 0.01 Ground Deposition 1 xl0- 16x1 0+0 99.961nhalation2~10-52x10-5< 
0.01 Ingestion4xlO-52x10-3 0.04a dose during the first hour immediately following detonation. 
b values are approximate 
c 1 mrem = 0.01 mSv 

RaLa 

The RaLa method for diagnosing the implosion experiments was conceived and decided upon in late 1943. The 
dynamics of the implosion of the device were to be studied by placing a gamma-emitting radionuclide at the center of 
the metal sphere surrounded by high explosives (HE). The test fixture was then surrounded with gamma ray 
detectors. Radioactive lanthanum was chosen for a number of reasons, but primarily because of its short half-life of 
40 hours. Thus contamination of the firing site would be short lived (Hoddeson, 1993). Dosimetric data (Table 11-5) 
for 140La was taken from a number of current publications. 

Generic Modeling Parameters 
For the radionuclide, pathway, and detailed dose assessment, a number of generic or universal modeling 
parameters were used relating to modes of exposure (Table 11-6). 

111. Models Used 
Determining the magnitude of potential doses to individuals depends on the ability of an atmospheric dispersion 
model to re-create the meteorological conditions at the time of each experiment. In other words, a transport model 
with a strong meteorological component, including adequate description of the vertical changes in structure of the 
boundary layer, is desired. In addition, transport above the mixing layer height must be addressed. The models 
chosen were ERAD and RAMS. 

Table 11-5 Dosimetric Data for 140La 



Half Life:40.27 (h) beta decayspecific Activity: 5.57 x 105 CiIgGamma Energy (MeV) and Abundance per Decay 
0.49 (46%), 1.60 (96%)lmmersion Dose Factoral .23 x 104 mrem m3 / uCi yr.Ground Shine Dose Factora2.13 x 102 
mrem m2/ uCi yrhhalation Dose FactorsbclearancecAMADd50 year CEDE 
(mrem/uCi)edO.33.2~0.35.2d 1.03.4~1.~.8d5.05.2~5.06.1 a DOE/EH-0070, 1 988 External Dose-Rate Conversion 
Factors for Calculation of Dose to the Public US Department of Energy, Washington D.C., July 1988 
b Estimates of Internal Dose Equivalent from Inhalation and Ingestion of Selected Radionuclides D. E. Dunning, 
Evaluation Research Corporation Oak Ridge TN WIPP-DOE E-I 76(Revised), 1985 
c clearance half-times from the pulmonary region of the lung where d represents less than 10 days and w represents 
10 to 100 days 
d activity median aerodynamic diameter 
e committed effective dose equivalent 

Table 11-6 Generic Modeling Parameters 
ProcessValueUnitsBreathing rate3.3x10-4m3/sSoil ingestion rate41 Omg/dGround roughness factorl /3mProtection 
factor0.70naOccupancy factorl .Ona 
Applicability of the ERAD model 
This model was selected because it is designed to simulate the airborne transport of material following a high 
explosive detonation. The ERAD model was developed by Sandia National Laboratory and was evaluated against 
dosage and deposition measurements from testing done at the Nevada Test Site. The ERAD model is accepted by 
the Nuclear Emergency Support Team and the DOES Defense Nuclear Safety Board. The user can define the 
number of grid points and resolution. 

The ERAD model had two functions: to determine the three dimensional distribution of particles following the 
detonation, which would then be used as the source term for input to the RAMS model; to model the near-field 
dispersion of the RaLa and subsequent human doses. Each particle is dispersed in a stochastic process using a 
discrete time Lagrangian Monte Carlo method. The model was deemed to adequately assess the domain within 10 
km (with some adjustments for the mesa and canyon topography of the area). 

Limitations of the ERAD Model 
The ERAD model will not handle flow stagnation, horizontal changes in stability during cloud travel, and field flow 
reversals. The ERAD output was adjusted for mesa top elevations by multiplying the results by the value 2. This 
value was determined by analyzing the vertical and horizontal mass profiles calculated by ERAD, then applying an 
adjustment to the vertical dispersion factor (see appendix D). 

Applicability of the RAMS model 
The RAMS Model is a long-range atmospheric transport model which incorporates topography. The model has been 
used widely in complex terrain and long-range transport. It is also a particle fate model similar to ERAD. The model 
is driven by a three-dimensional wind field incorporating small- and large-scale terrain affects. The finest topological 
scale used by the RAMS model had a 30-meter resolution. 

The purpose of the RAMS model was to determine the far field or long range fate of the particles, at distances of 10 
km and greater. The interest was to estimate what the maximum air concentrations were at elevations similar to the 
altitudes flown by the cloud tracking airplane. 

Limitations of the RAMS model 
Cloud depletion through deposition was purposefully left out of the RAMS model so that a maximum or upper bound 
could be established for the air concentrations at elevations flown by the tracking plane, 3350 to 41 10 m (1 1,000 to 
13,500 ft). Another limitation was the wind fields for northern New Mexico were generated using Rawinsonde data 
from Albuquerque balloon soundings, which were taken at 8:OO am and 8:OO PM local time. Most of the 
experiments, however, occurred around 2:OO PM local time. The input consisted of a vertical line source that had a 
mass distribution associated with it. The time step chosen was 300 seconds after the initial detonation. At this time 
step there is some horizontal distribution of the airborne matter, but the sensitivity of the far range concentrations to 
this displacement was insignificant. The RAMS modeling was done at various grid resolutions, the finest being 0.5 
km. Output was for various time steps, typically 1,2,3, and 4 hours after the detonation. 

IV. Uncertainty 
Uncertainty of the various modeling parameters should be defined before modeling proceeds. The accuracy of the 
plume trajectory is only as accurate as the wind field constructed for it. The results of the two models were 
compared at various points within the dose assessment area. It was known that ERAD would predict a maximum 
dose at ground level versus a minimum by RAMS, thus providing bounding limits on the actual range of doses 



received. To be as realistic as possible, best estimates of the other input parameters were used instead of worst 
case values for each model. 

Sensitivity 
A method outlined by Hoffman (referencexxx) was used to test the sensitivity of the various input parameters to the 
ERAD model, a sensitivity index was constructed for those parameters exhibiting a range of values (Table VI-I). For 
non-linear parameters, the range of the output result was used to calculate the sensitivity index. 

Table VI-I 
Parameter (units)lndex valueaHigh explosive (lbJ0.004Air temperature (oK)O.OlSMetal mass (kg)O.O33Ground shine 
(mrem m3hCi yr.)0.30Activity (Ci)O.43Active RaLa fraction (%)0.80Wind speed (m/s)O.gSWind directionbl a Any 
sensitivity index less than 0.01 indicates that the model will be insensitive to changes in the parameter. 
b Since wind direction is not a scalar quantity the sensitivity index is not calculated in the normal way. It can be 
thought of as a yes=l, no=O situation, that is, was the receptor of interest impacted by the cloud passage? Thus 
there is complete model sensitivity to this parameter. 

Sensitivity Index for Selected Model Parameters 

Assumptions 
All of the RaLa was assumed to be involved in the fraction of metal that was aerosolized upon detonation, (20% of 
the total metal mass). Radiation surveys taken at ground zero were used to test this assumption. It was determined 
that only 1 % to 10 % of the RaLa was impacted on the firing pad (see appendix B). This supports the validity of 
using 100% as the active RaLa fraction. As mentioned earlier, the RAMS model did not include loss of material 
through deposition. Thus air concentrations would be upper limit values. 

V. Input Parameters and Methods 
In addition to the parameters discussed above, a number of input variables were derived from the available data. 
The ERAD model required a vertical profile of atmospheric conditions to be input. A profile was developed by 
analysing routine surface observations at a meteorological station near Fuller Lodge, by estimating atmospheric 
state variables for Point Able at detonation time, and from noting sky conditions in the forecast verification section of 
the Laboratorys H-1 Weather Section memos. Appendix C provides a detailed discussion of the weather profile 
developed for each detonation. 

Input to the RAMS model consisted of a portion of the ERAD output, a three dimensional description of the size, 
shape, and particle size distribution of the airborne material. The mass profile at the 300-second time step was 
used. The 300-second time step was chosen as a compromise between horizontal displacement of the source from 
Point Able and the amount of cloud depletion that had occurred since time of detonation. The intent was to estimate 
the amount of material available for long range transport at a maxium or upper boundary value. 

All RaLa was assumed to be uniformly mixed with the mass of metal that was aerosolized. A ground roughness 
length of 0.33 meters was used. The mesa top concentrations were also adjusted by re-calculating the vertical 
dispersion coefficient. Wind reconstruction showed that there was considerable difference between the canyon floor 
winds and mesa top winds. All four RaLa experiments were modeled by both the ERAD and RAMS model. 

VI. Modeling and Detailed Dose Assessment Results 
Receptors 
For the four RaLa detonations modeled, doses were calculated at various locations impacted by the cloud passage, 
including the location of maximum off-site impact or plume center-line dose. Locations that were known to include 
residences at the time of these experiments were used as the receptors as shown in Table VI-I and Figure VI-I. 

Table VI-I Dose Receptor Locations 
LocationsDistance from Point Able (m)San Juan Pueblo24345Santa Clara Pueblol 6950Espaolal8986Pajarito 
Village1 1299San lldefonso Pueblol 2000Pojoaque20706Puye Cliff Ruins8974Los Alamos- Hanford 
Duplexes371 1 Los Alamos-Canyon & Rim Road3936Los Alamos-E. Denver Steels5354 
Dose from internal radiation from inhalation and external dose from air-immersion and ground deposition were 
calculated at each of the locations. The external dose was modified by a 0.7 dose-reduction factor to take into 
account shielding provided by buildings and the amount of time individuals spend indoors. 

ERAD 
Output from the ERAD model included plots of the cloud track, cloud rise with time, cloud particle velocity with time, 
and the vertical and horizontal mass distribution at selected time steps after detonation. Dose contours were 
calculated and plotted for external exposure from ground deposition as well as air immersion and inhalation. 



Since ERAD is a flat terrain model, a number of adjustments were made to the method and the output to calculate air 
concentrations for mesa top receptors. This included setting the mesa top winds at z=O to address dispersion, and 
correcting the resulting point dose estimates for locations in Los Alamos by making adjustments to the vertical 
dispersion coefficient (see appendix D). 

The initial detonation cloud rose raplidy until began to lose its momentum from the detonation, this occured 7 to 10 
minutes after detonation and about 500 to 1000 meters above ground level. The flattening in the plume rise graphs 
indicates this effect, as well as showing the altitude of the mixing or boundary layer. Also note that a portion of the 
cloud continue to rise, not by its own buoyant effects, but from atmospheric turbulence. The model also produced a 
frequency distribution of particle sizes which showed that 20% of the aerosolized fraction from the detonation was in 
the respirable range, 10 (m or less (Figure VI-2). 

Figure VI-3 shows how the particles in the detonation cloud rose with time. Note that in less the 50 seconds, the 
cloud has rose to a height greater than the local mesa tops (120-150 meters). Also shown is the cloud velocity with 
time (Figure VI-4). Note that both graphs show that a portion of the material continued to rise with time. 

Figure VI-5 shows the vertical mass profile of the particles at various time steps after the detonation. The table for 
each figure shows the fraction of the original airborne material remaining at each time step (that portion of the cloud 
which had not become fallout). Figure VI-6 shows the downwind or horizontal distribution of the cloud mass at 
various time steps. 

Figure VI-7 shows the cloud dose contours from RaLa Experiment #146. This is the combined inhalation and 
immersion dose components. The fallout material was driven by a 10 mls SW wind and fairly stable dispersion 
conditions. Maximum dose from the cloud passage along the plume center line at a location accessible by the public 
was 0.04 mrem. This occured about 3275 m from Point Able. Figure VI-8 shows external dose contours from initial 
ground deposition of 140La (1 hour exposure) from experiment #146. The time-integrated or total dose from ground 
shine and cloud exposure at residential locations falling within the deposition area is presented in Table VI-2. 

Table VI-2 Total Dose at Residential Locations Impacted by Case #I46 
Location CEDE (mrema)Santa Clara Pueblo0.0073Espaola0.0061 San Juan Pueblo0.87a 1 mrem = 10 (Sv 

Figure VI-I3 shows the combined inhalation and immersion dose (total) contours from RaLa Experiment #147. The 
contours show a component being driven from the W wind early in the dispersion, shifting slightly to the S as the 
cloud continued to rise and drift east. Typical wind speeds were in the order of 11 to 13 m/s between 275 and 1000 
meters above ground level. Figure VI-I4 shows external dose contours from initial ground deposition of 140La (1 
hour exposure) from RaLa experiment #147. The time integrated dose from ground shine and cloud dose at 
residential locations falling within the deposition area is presented in Table VI-3. 

Table VI-3 Total Dose at Residential Locations Impacted by Case #I47 
LocationCEDE (mrema)San lldefonso Pueblo0.040Pajarito Village0.92Santa Clara Pueblo0.0001 Pojoaque 
(SR4&285)0.0010a 1 mrem = 10 (Sv 

The combined inhalation and immersion dose (total) contours from RaLa Experiment # 148 are shown in Figures 
VI-I9 and VI-21. Weather conditions on the mesa were partly cloudy with temperatures in the mid -40s. Winds low 
along the mesa top were from the E to ESE as shown by the initial dispersion. As the cloud rose to greater heights 
and distances it was pushed by a more southerly wind. Wind speeds were moderate, 3 to 4 m/s at the mesa top to 
the height of the local mountain summits (900 to 1100 meters above Point Able). 

External dose contours from initial ground deposition of 140La (1 hour exposure) from RaLa Experiment #I48 are 
shown in figures VI-20. A similar plot is presented in Figure VI-22 on a smaller distance scale. The eastern side of 
the Los Alamos town-site was impacted, but the majority of the fallout went in a north-westerly direction, which was 
the desired direction for cloud dispersal. Canyon floor , mesa top, and higher winds were the more typical 
heat-driven, up-slope winds from the Rio Grande Valley. The time-integrated or total dose from ground shine and 
cloud dose at residential locations in the deposition area is presented in Table VI-4 

Table VI-4 Total Dose at Residential Locations Impacted by Case #I48 
LocationCEDE (mrema)Los Alamos - Hanford Duplex Area0.0078Los Alamos - Canyon and Rim Road 
Area0.014Los Alamos - E. Denver Steels AreaO.084Puye Cliff Dwellings0.0002a 1 mrem = 10 (Sv 



Weather conditions for experiment #I49 were cloudy skies with moderate winds (4.5 m/s) out of the SE at Point Able 
and SSE at Point Weather. At about 500 meters above Point Able winds were strong (15 mls) and estimated to be 
out of the SW. becoming more westerly at higher elevations. Both the cloud and ground dose contours presented in 
figures VI-27 and VI-28 show this change in direction with increasing altitude. The time-integrated or total dose from 
ground deposition and cloud dose at residential locations falling within the deposition area is presented in Table VI-5 

Table VI-5 Total Dose at Residential Locations Impacted by Experiment #I49 
LocationCEDE (mrema)Santa Clara Pueblo0.025Espaola0.081 San Juan PuebloO.11 Puye Cliff Ruins2.4a 1 mrem = 
10 (SV 

Doses can be calculated for additional locations and exposure scenarios (for example, hiker in Guaje canyon) using 
the values obtained from the cloud and ground contour plots and the information provided in Figures VI-29 and 
VI-30. Depending on the amount of delay between exposure and the length of time in the area of interest, the 
ground shine dose should be multiplied by the relative dose factor obtained from Figure VI-30. 

RAMS 
Output from the RAMS model demonstrated the readily dispersible nature of material, (Le., a sizeable proportion with 
particles less than 30 (m which allowed it to be dispersed to altitudes similar to those flown by the B-17 tracking 
plane. In addition, by not depleting the material from the plume places an upper bound on air concentrations at 
various heights and distances from Point Able. 

Concentrations as a function of down-wind distances and elapsed time are shown in the graphs. The graphs 
presented represent the iso-surface or outer boundary of the time-integrated air concentration surface equal to 1 .O 
nCi/m3 for RaLa experiment #147. Graphs of the RAMS output are shown in Figures VI-31 and VI-33. An analysis 
of peak concentration along the plume trajectory showed concentrations that are below the detection limit of even 
modern-day detectors (Table V-5. For a complete description of the RAMS modeling results see Appendix A. 

Table V-5 Peak Air Concentrations For RaLa Case #I47 
Time After Detonation (rnin)Downwind Distance (km)Height Above Ground (m)Concentration 
Bqlm3 (nCi/m3)305700930 (25)605700410 (1 1)905300200 (5.4) 
VII. Validation 
Model validation is the best method to analyze uncertainties in the model. Initial validation consisted of comparing 
the projected size and trajectory of each detonation cloud with actual observations obtained by a spotters near Point 
Able. However, the key element for validation, air-concentration and ground deposition readings at receptor 
locations were not available for these four experiments. 

Initial Ground Deposition 
As mentioned earlier, radiation surveys were conducted at Point Able from one to three days after each experiment. 
This information was plotted, and the total ground deposition was integrated over the area (see Appendix D). The 
measured surface activities were well within the range predicted by ERAD. Later in the RaLa program a 
considerable number of radiation surveys were conducted beyond the immediate firing site; however, no data exists 
for the four experiments modeled. Thus the validation method of predicted versus observed ratios of ground 
deposition was not done for this portion of the dose assessment. 

Cloud Tracks 
As mentioned previously, triangulation measurements were conducted on these particular detonations. Table VII-I 
is a comparison of predicted to observed data. Output from the ERAD model regarding direction of cloud travel 
compared closely to drawings of the initial cloud track were made at the time of each experiment. Additional 
information is provided in Appendix E. 

Table VII-I Cloud Height (Top) From Point Able 
ExperimentElapsed Time (s)Predicted by ERAD (m)Height observed (m)# 1461 50475400#'147150450450# 
148300950980#1499037590 

Air Force Report 
Airborne radioactivity from experiment # 147 was reportedly located by an US. Air Force 8-17 at an altitude of 41 10 
meters (13,500 ft) and 112 km (70 miles) away, to a location near Watrous NM, 93 to 94 minutes after detonation. 
This would have required the particles and hence wind to be at an average speed of 20 mls. The model showed that 



although the particles could have traveled this far it would have taken two to three hours to do so. Thus either the 
model did not accurately predict the transport, or the measurement obtained by the B-17 was in error. In addition, 
the concentrations predicted by the model at altitudes flown by the plane or any other altitude are below radiation 
detection limits. 

VIII. General Dose Assessment 
Detailed modeling and dose reconstruction require detailed meteorological data, among other inputs. Because 
meteorological data were gathered during the four experiments described above and throughout dispersal of the 
plume, the detailed study described above was possible. Such data were not available for the majority of the RaLa 
experiments and a more general approach for performing the dose assessment was required. 

An approach was devised to combine information gained during the detailed study of the four experiments with 
average meteorological data to evaluate the potential impacts from the 18-year long RaLa program. With this 
methodology, impacts from any one experiment could not be calculated, but a reasonable estimate for the total 
experimentation and on an annual basis was possible. The key elements considered in developing the overall dose 
assessment approach were: 

The amount of radioactivity released, explosive charge, and the time of the explosion are known for each 
experiment. 
A number of post-experiment radiation surveys were conducted to determine the ground exposure rates along the 
plume path; these surveys could be used to test the validity of the modeling approach. 
Detailed meteorological data were not available for the majority of the RaLa experiments, and an average 
meteorological data set needed to be developed. 
Work done in support of the four-experiment study included characterization of the plume and particle size 
distribution and was applicable to the broader dose reconstruction. 
For all experiments through 1960, all the 140La was assumed to be dispersed; after 1960 the test configuration was 
changed and 140La was not dispersed (Figures VIII-1 and VI112 show the relative number of experiments during 
each year of the program, as well as the amount of 140La released). 

HOTSPOT 7 was selected to assess the dispersion and subsequent deposition and doses from the RaLa 
experiments. The model was chosen because of its capability to model explosive releases and because minimal 
meteorological information (wind speed and stability class) was required as inputs. 

Because HOTSPOT 7 is a gaussian-plume-based flat-terrain model, there were concerns initially that HOTSPOT 7 
calculations would not be accurate in the local area, which has large elevational variations. To test the accuracy of 
HOTSPOT 7, a comparison was performed between field measurements and HOTSPOT predictions. Field surveys 
were performed after a number of the experiments to determine exposure rates along the direction of plume travel. 
The surveys were conducted with a hand-held meter and were intended to map the plume path. The study allowed 
assessment of plume centerline location and exposure rates at various downwind distances. To compare with 
HOTSPOT predictions, the wind speed at the time of the experiment had to be known. If wind speed and direction 
changed during plume travel, comparison with HOTSPOT (which is based on straight-line plume travel) would be 
complicated. 

For any experiment that had reliable exposure rate measurements and for which wind speeds were recorded and 
wind speed and direction did not change during plume travel, a HOTSPOT run was performed to determine the 
calculated ground deposition. The calculated ground deposition was then used to calculate an exposure rate at 1 m 
above the surface. These calculated values were compared to the measured values (Figure Vlll-4). The slope of 
0.16 and p value of less than 0.01 indicate that, over the range of values compared, HOTSPOT 7 was a reliable 
overpredictor by a factor of approximately six, which is quite conservative. During the dose reconstruction, values 
from HOTSPOT7 were divided by two to remove some of the conservatism. 

To develop an average meteorological data set for the modeling, results of the detailed plume analysis were used to 
assess an appropriate dispersion height. A height of 92 m, which was likely lower than the actual cloud height, was 
found to result in conservative doses to all receptors of interest. Data were compiled for the 210 m level for the late 
afternoon and evening hours, when the majority of the shots occurred. The resulting wind rose gives the frequency 
and average speed the wind blows in each of 16 sectors. For the dose assessment, the wind speed was assumed 
to be constant within each sector. Atmospheric stability class D was found to give the highest doses at all receptor 
locations and was used for all modeling. 



The step-by-step process which was followed at each potential receptor location was as follows: 

A HOTSPOT 7 run was performed using the wind speed in the sector containing the receptor and using the 
downwind distance at the location of the receptor. A series of runs were used at the receptor distance at 
off-centerline increments. These values were averaged to determine the average dose within the sector. A source 
term of I Ci was used. 

The average dose calculated above was multiplied by the number of curies released in a year to give that years 
average dose, assuming all the radioactivity had been dispersed in that sector. 

The average annual dose calculated above was multiplied by the wind frequency for that sector to give the 
wind-weighted average annual dose. 

HOTSPOT 7 calculates an inhalation dose directly and provides values for ground and air concentration. Integrated 
ground and air concentrations were multiplied by their respective dose conversion factors to give the ground-shine 
and immersion doses, respectively. An occupancy factor was assumed to reduce the ground-shine and immersion 
doses to an average person by 50%. Contributions from inhalation, immersion, and ground-shine were added to 
give the total annual doses. 

The doses at each of the receptor locations are provided in Table VIII-I and shown in Figure VIII-I. Dose was 
essentially due only to ground shine from 140La; inhalation and immersion contributions were less than a 
thousandth of that from groundshine. The highest expected annual dose was in Los Alamos (17 mrem) during peak 
year, 1955). All annual doses were well below the then-applicable annual public dose limit, 170 mrem. In fact, the 
total dose which could have been received had a person been located continuously at Los Alamos throughout the 18 
year RaLa series would have been about 120 mrem. 

Table VIII-I Estimated Annual and Total Radiation Dose from the RaLa Program 
Annual MaximumAnnual AverageTotalReceptor LocationmremamremmremLos Alamosl761 OGTotavil2476Pajarito 
Village5235San Ildefonso5233Santa Clara31 18Puye Cliff Ruinsbl4587a 1 mrem = 10 (Sv 
b It is not know if this site had residences during the time of the RaLa program 

Summary IX 
The purpose of the RaLa program was to study implosion dynamics. Because of the energy associated with the 
release, 140La was widely dispersed from the firing site. Some of the detonation debris from an RaLa experiment 
were carried to substantial altitdues in the atmosphere, including penetration of material beyond the boundary or 
mixing layer. However, modeled atmospheric concentrations are below the detection limit of modern-day detection 
equipment. The results of the fallout tracking report come into question when compared to the results from this 
extensive modeling exercise. 

Any resulting doses to local residences was from external exposure to the ground deposited, 40-hour half-life 140La. 
The greatest cumulative doses from the entire RaLa program were predicted to occur in the Los Alamos town-site. 
Resulting doses to the public from the RaLa program would not have an added health risk. 
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